
We’ll begin momentarily. While you wait…
Which of these ChatGPT generated responses are false?
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What is AI?
1



Stage-2
Artificial General Intelligence

Generalized to solve 
problems as well as any 
human.

Machine Learning
Stage-1
Artificial Narrow Intelligence

Specialises in one area to 
solve a specific problem.

E.g. Siri, Alexa, Google 
Assistant

Machine Intelligence Machine Consciousness
Stage-3
Artificial Super Intelligence

Intellect much smarter than 
the best humans in all fields.

What is artificial intelligence? [Internet]. [Open Research Amsterdam]; 2021. Available 
from:  https://openresearch.amsterdam/en/page/71378/what-is-artificial-intelligence  

Types of Artificial Intelligence

https://openresearch.amsterdam/en/page/71378/what-is-artificial-intelligence


OpenAI

Anthropic
Claude (not available in 
Canada yet)

ChatGPT, DALL-E (image 
generation)

Some Major Players

Google/Alphabet
Google Bard (not 
available in Canada yet)

Nvidia
Enterprise-level tools, 
providing hardware and 
software for all AI providers

Microsoft
Bing Chat (Powered by 
OpenAI)

Meta/Facebook
LLaMA



Defining the 
Terminology



Large Language Models (LLMs)
These models are built using deep learning 
techniques, which enable them to understand the 
nuances of language.2

Definitions
Natural Language Processing (NLP)

A field of AI where computer science meets linguistics 
to allow computers to understand and process human 
language.1

Generative AI
A type of AI system capable of generating text, 
images, or other media in response to prompts. E.g. 
using LLMs to predict and generate the most probable 
words in a sequence based on large data sets.3

1-3: See references at the end of presentation.



Image source: https://medium.com/@russkohn/mastering-ai-token-limits-and-memory-ce920630349a 

LLMs 
Create 
Tokens

Let’s take a step back…

https://medium.com/@russkohn/mastering-ai-token-limits-and-memory-ce920630349a


ChatGPT
2
“Generative Pre-trained Transformer”

https://chat.openai.com/


1. Collect vast amounts of data (training data)

2. Transform data into tokens (parts of words) → trained on 500 billion tokens!

3. Unsupervised learning: training the model (weeks to months). It creates a 
huge mathematical representation of human language. 

4. Fine-tuning: Expose it to new tasks and give it more guidelines

5. Reinforcement learning with human feedback (RLHF): Use human reviewers 
to rate responses to improve quality. The model learns from those ratings.

6. Deploy to the public: GPT 3.5 → “a research preview.” Learn from more people 
using it so it can be improved.   

How Large Language Models (LLMs) are Made?4

Hennig N. AI Literacy: Using ChatGPT and Artificial Intelligence Tools in Instruction. American Library Association. 
May 17, 2023. https://nicolehennig.com/ai-literacy-may-17-webinar/ 

https://nicolehennig.com/ai-literacy-may-17-webinar/
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The Training Data 

5Brown TB, Mann B, Ryder N, et al. Language Models are Few-Shot Learners. 2020. Accessed July 26, 2023. 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf 

Table 1: Datasets used to train GPT-35

OpenAI’s Progress: 4

● 2018: GPT-1
● 2019: GPT-2

2020: GPT-3
● 2021: DALL-E* (images)
● 2022: Instruct GPT
● Nov 2022: ChatGPT*
● Mar 2023: ChatGPT Plus*

* For the public

Dataset
Weight in 
training mix

Common Crawl (filtered)            60%
WebText2                                         22%
Books1         8%
Books2                   8%
Wikipedia                   3%

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf
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Image source: Ruca Souza

Intermission

https://www.pexels.com/photo/black-cat-holding-persons-arm-1049764/


Basic Text Prediction

     The students studied in the 

Word (Token) Probability

 Waterpark   1%

 Attic   7%

 Bedroom   50%

 Library   99%

Adapted from Vail M & Fuller K. Embracing AI in Academic Libraries: An Introduction to ChatGPT. CAAL-CBPA. 
May 17, 2023. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5caD584jzeA  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5caD584jzeA


Calculator… but for words!



Kashyap D. ChatGPT’s abilities: A comprehensive list of tasks the AI language model can perform. Jan 13, 2023. 
https://levelup.gitconnected.com/chatgpts-abilities-a-comprehensive-list-of-tasks-the-ai-language-model-can-perform-5a44492ab94 

https://levelup.gitconnected.com/chatgpts-abilities-a-comprehensive-list-of-tasks-the-ai-language-model-can-perform-5a44492ab94


Need good prompts to get 
good responses!

Prompt 
Generation

Image source: Sponchia

https://pixabay.com/photos/meal-salad-cucumbers-food-leaves-2834549/


CLEAR Framework6

Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective

6Lo LS. CLEARer Dialogues with AI: Unpacking Prompt Engineering for Librarians. Library Technology and IT. Sept 19, 2023. 
https://www.choice360.org/webinars/clearer-dialogues-with-ai-unpacking-prompt-engineering-for-librarians/  

https://www.choice360.org/webinars/clearer-dialogues-with-ai-unpacking-prompt-engineering-for-librarians/


● Be specific

● Use simple language

● Prioritize critical information

Instead of “What causes society to change?” go with, 

Example prompt:
List three of the most significant social factors during the industrial 
revolution? 

1. Concise Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective



Example Prompt:

vs.



● Structure info in order (logical flow) → Conversational!

● Establish context and relationships

● Avoid too many instructions in a single prompt7

[write them out one at a time]

Example prompts:
● Tell me about the history of the Eiffel Tower.
● Were there any major controversies surrounding the project?
● What major construction materials were used?
● Tell me about its design and designers
● Explain its significance
● Let's talk about the budget

2. Logical Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective



3. Explicit 

Example prompt:
Could you please explain the following passage?

“The value of the modulus of rigidity shows the resistance of a given material 
to shear deformation. Engineers consider the value of shear modulus when 
selecting materials for shafts or rods that are subjected to twisting torques.”

Moaveni S, Sharma I. Engineering Fundamentals : An Introduction to Engineering. 4th ed., SI / SI ed. prepared 
by Ishan Sharma. Cengage Learning; 2011. Accessed July 27, 2023. (passage from p. 285)

● Define instructions

● Set reading levels, output formats

● Assign a role for ChatGPT to play

Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective



● Define instructions

● Set reading levels, output formats

● Assign a role for ChatGPT to play

3. Explicit 

Instead of “How to apply for the Marie Curie 
fellowship,” go with something like,8 

Example Prompt:
Please tell me how to apply for a Marie Curie 
fellowship? Please limit your answer to five points and 
tell it to me like I’m a 10-year-old.

Other Output Formats:9 

● Table
● Bulleted list
● Numbered list
● Summary
● Code
● Story/poem
● Dialogue
● Q&A 
● Emojis … and more!

Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective



3. Explicit 

Example Prompt 1:
You are an undergraduate science student. 
Describe the Krebs cycle in simple terms.

Example Prompt 2:
Imagine you’re a public relations representative dealing with a
social media crisis.10

Draft a press release that acknowledges the issue, explains what
actions your company is taking, and reassures the public.

● Define instructions

● Set reading levels, output formats

● Assign a role for ChatGPT to play

Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective



Example Prompt:



4. Adaptive 
● Be flexible (rephrase and restructure)

● Try different approaches (be more creative with prompts)

Example Prompt:
What are the ethical concerns with using ChatGPT?

Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective



4. Adaptive 

Example Prompt:
What are the ethical concerns with using ChatGPT?

Follow-up Prompt:
Can you provide 3 more examples?

Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective

● Be flexible (rephrase and restructure)

● Try different approaches (be more creative with prompts)



5. Reflective 

● Carefully evaluate AI responses

● Identify areas for improvement (it takes time)

● Use insights to further refine strategies for engagement

Assume all responses are incorrect until proven otherwise!
 

ChatGPT will never ever EVER be wrong!*
* Well, actually… that’s not true! 

Concise
Logical
Explicit
Adaptive
Reflective



Strengths & 
Limitations

3



Writing Learning/Studying

Strengths

● Generate ideas
● Brainstorm research topics
● Change citation styles
● Editing and proofreading
● Suggestions for databases to 

find literature on your topic

“Correct the grammar: [paragraph]”

“Identify the gaps in the literature on 
[topic]” 

● Can explain complex concepts
● Summarize information
● Practice second languages

“Can you explain x in simple terms?” 

“How about using an analogy to 
describe it?” 

“Please summarize [insert book 
name] by [author] and provide the 
top 5 important themes.”



Limitations



What are the Problems?

Bias

Misinformation
Ethical Concerns

Data until September 
2021, not replicable

Limited Knowledge



What are the Problems?

Bias

Misinformation
Ethical Concerns

Data until September 
2021, not replicable

Limited Knowledge



Misinformation

● Sometimes ChatGPT makes stuff up, called hallucinations. 

● Remember: based on the probability of what the next word should be

● Based on AI model’s inherent biases and training dataset limitations

● “These hallucinations are particularly problematic in domains that 
require multi-step reasoning since a single logical error is enough to 
derail a much larger solution.”11



User input:12 
     "When did Leonardo da Vinci paint the Mona Lisa?"

AI-generated response:
     "Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa in 1815." 

(Incorrect: The Mona Lisa was painted between 1503 and 1506, 
                     or perhaps continuing until 1517.)

Examples of Hallucinations

A B

C D





Fake References!



Identify Errors & Fake Citations

1
Does it exist?
Search each reference 
in the library’s catalogue 
or Google.

2
Ask for more details
“Could you provide an 
ISBN or ISSN for this 
publication?”

3
Was it properly summarized?
Consult the material to verify if it 
was summarized correctly.



Which citation is fake?

A) Djoudi, H., Locatelli, B., Vaast, C., Asher, K., & Brockhaus, M. (2016). 
Beyond dichotomies: Gender and intersecting inequalities in the 
context of climate change in Cameroon. Climate and 
Development, 8(3), 201-214.

B) Desai, B. H., & Mandal, M. (2022). The Cost of Climate Change 
Heightened Sexual and Gender-based Violence: A Challenge for 
International Law. Environmental Policy & Law, 52(5/6), 413-427. 
https://doi.org/10.3233/EPL-219049

Activity



Bias

● Bias exists in the training data itself 
(sexism, racism, homophobia, ableism, etc.)

● Western, English focused (developed in the US)

● Not enough information or nuance for certain types of content in the 
dataset

● Only humans have the skillset to think critically, conduct nuanced 
research, and fact-check!



● Copyright

● Low wages to humans training 
ChatGPT13

● Dependency on AI

● What else?

Ethical Concerns



Implications 
for Students

4



● Check with your instructor and course syllabus.

● “A key attribute of graduate education is the need to critique and 
criticize content and methods: this also applies to Generative AI.”14

● Code of Student Behaviour states: “No Student shall represent 
another’s substantial editorial or compositional assistance on an 
assignment as the Student’s own work.”
1

Submitting work created by generative AI and not indicating such 
would constitute cheating as defined above.15

● Citing ChatGPT and other generative AI tools.
https://guides.library.ualberta.ca/citing/ai 

● The U of A Library remains an authoritative resource.

What do you need to know?

https://guides.library.ualberta.ca/citing/ai


Additional Resources
● Centre for Teaching and Learning Instructional Practice - more prompt 

examples

● Consider This: ChatGPT, teaching and learning in an AI world

● How to use ChatGPT as a learning tool

● https://learnprompting.org/ (note: sponsored by major AI companies)

https://www.ualberta.ca/centre-for-teaching-and-learning/teaching-toolkit/teaching-in-the-context-of-ai/suggestions-for-instructors/instructional-practice.html
https://www.ualberta.ca/the-quad/2023/04/consider-this-chatgpt-teaching-and-learning-in-an-ai-world.html
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2023/06/chatgpt-learning-tool
https://learnprompting.org/


Image source: Aleksandr Tiulkanov

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/tyulkanov_a-simple-algorithm-to-decide-whether-to-use-activity-7021766139605078016-x8Q9/


Vaswani A. Attention is all you need. 31st Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2017). 
https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper_files/paper/2017/file/3f5ee243547dee91fbd053c1c4a845aa-Paper.pdf  

“Attention 
is all you need”

https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper_files/paper/2017/file/3f5ee243547dee91fbd053c1c4a845aa-Paper.pdf
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